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Development of Specific Inhibitors for Oncogenic Phosphatase PPM1D by Using Ion-Responsive DNA Aptamer Library
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Abstract: (1) Background: Ser/Thr protein phosphatase PPM1D is an oncogenic protein. In normal cells, however, PPM1D plays essential roles in spermatogenesis and immune response. Hence, it is necessary to develop novel PPM1D inhibitors without side effects on normal cells. Stimuli-responsive molecules are suitable for the spatiotemporal regulation of inhibitory activity. (2) Methods: In this study, we designed an ion-responsive DNA aptamer library based on G-quadruplex DNA that can change its conformation and function in response to monovalent cations. (3) Results: Using this library, we identified the PPM1D specific inhibitor M1D-Q5F aptamer. The M1D-Q5F aptamer showed anti-cancer activity against breast cancer MCF7 cells. Interestingly, the induction of the structural change resulting in the formation of G-quadruplex upon stimulation by monovalent cations led to the enhancement of the inhibitory activity and binding affinity of M1D-Q5F. (4) Conclusions: These data suggest that the M1D-Q5F aptamer may act as a novel stimuli-responsive anti-cancer agent.
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1. Introduction

Protein Ser/Thr phosphatase PPM1D (Wip1), composed of 605 amino acids, is an oncogenic protein that dephosphorylates tumor-suppressor proteins such as p53, ATM, and Chk2 [1]. PPM1D acts as a negative regulator of the tumor suppressor signaling pathway and its overexpression results in tumorigenesis [1]. Gene amplification and overexpression of PPM1D have been observed in many human tumors, including breast cancer, ovarian cancer, and gastric cancer [2]. In addition, we previously developed a homology model of PPM1D using metal-dependent protein phosphatases (PPM), namely PPM1A, PPM1B, and PPM1K, whose crystal structures have been resolved, as templates [3]. Using this homology model, we reported that the catalytic domain of PPM1D consists of a characteristic basic rich loop (B-loop) in the proximity of the active site of PPM1D [3]. Since the B-loop is essential for substrate recognition and cellular localization of PPM1D, it is expected that the molecules that bind to the B-loop will act as specific inhibitors of PPM1D. Recently, C-terminal truncated mutants of PPM1D were reported to function as gain-of-function mutants and were determined as the risk factors for breast cancer and ovarian cancer [4]. Previously, we identified a novel splicing variant, namely, PPM1D430, which is composed of 430 amino acids and has a similar structure to the gain-of-function mutants, namely, C-terminal truncated PPM1Ds [5]. These observations suggest that specific inhibitors
for PPM1D430, which bind especially to the B-loop, will be applicable for other PPM1D variants comprising C-terminal truncated mutants as lead compounds of anti-cancer agents.

Choi et al. reported that mice with Ppm1d gene knockout demonstrated not only cancer resistance but also defects in spermatogenesis and immune response [6,7]. In addition, we previously reported that PPM1D430 is expressed significantly in the testes and leukocytes, whereas PPM1D605 shows ubiquitous expression in normal tissues [5]. These observations demonstrate that PPM1D functions not only as an oncogenic protein but also as a regulator of the reproduction and immune system under normal conditions. Hence, specific inhibitors of PPM1D may lead to serious side effects in normal tissues. Therefore, it is necessary to develop molecules that can inhibit PPM1D activity in cancer cells but not in normal cells. To date, certain PPM1D inhibitors have been reported by several groups. We reported specific inhibitors of PPM1D derived from small compounds and peptides [3,8,9]. Hayashi et al. reported cyclic peptide inhibitor that can bind to active center of PPM1D [10]. In addition, Gilmartin et al. reported that the PPM1D inhibitor GSK2830371 exerts anti-cancer effects in tumor-bearing mice upon oral administration [11]. These studies demonstrated that PPM1D inhibitors exhibit anti-cancer activity against cancer cells and tumor tissues. However, no functional PPM1D inhibitors have been reported that act only in cancer cells but not in normal cell types, such as blood cells and testis cells.

Stimuli-responsive functional molecules have been garnering interest in various fields such as drug development and functional biomaterials [12]. These molecules change their conformation and function in response to various stimuli such as light, ion, pH, and temperature. For instance, elastin-like polypeptide (ELP), which is used in drug delivery systems, shows temperature-induced conformational changes that exhibit a sharp phase transition (soluble to insoluble) in a temperature-dependent manner [13]. Azobenzene, a light-responsive molecule, undergoes cis-trans isomerization in response to UV or visible light [14]. This ability of stimuli-responsive molecules to undergo a structural switch can be used to regulate the inhibition of target proteins with low side effects.

Recently, RNA/DNA aptamers have been the focus of many studies as molecule-targeting drugs. RNA/DNA aptamers are special single-stranded RNA or DNA molecules that can bind to target proteins with high specificity and affinity. Aptamers are typically selected using the Systematic Evolution of Ligands by EXponential enrichment (SELEX) method from a randomized oligonucleotide library [15–18]. Since aptamers exhibit high affinity and specificity for their individual targets, they have been used as diagnostic tools and therapeutic agents [19,20]. RNA aptamer-based “Macugen”, which is a vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) antagonist, was approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [21]. As a cancer therapeutic agent, AS1411 DNA aptamer binds to the nucleolin on the cell surface and shows anti-cancer activity against various types of cancers, such as breast cancer [22]. An aptamer that binds to the protein MUC1, whose overexpression is observed specifically in cancers, acts as an anti-cancer agent [23]. Currently, most aptamer-based drugs that can be used in clinical therapy are RNA aptamers [19]. Since RNA oligonucleotides can form more diverse and complex 3D structures than DNA oligonucleotides owing to the presence of non-Watson–Crick base pairs that interact with each other via hydroxyl group (–OH) at the 2’ position, RNA libraries are suitable for selecting aptamers with high affinity and specificity. In contrast, RNA aptamers are unstable in serum. It is difficult to use intact RNA aptamers as therapeutic agents without chemical modifications. Although the pharmacokinetics of RNA aptamers can be improved by chemical modifications such as the F− or NH2− modified the sugar backbone and PEG conjugation, DNA aptamers show higher resistance to nuclease digestion and stability in the serum than that by RNA aptamers [21,24,25]. These observations indicate that DNA aptamers specific to disease-related proteins can be used as aptamer-based drugs with low cost and high stability in vivo.

To date, few studies have examined screening methods to identify stimuli-responsive aptamer-based molecules that can modulate the activity or function of target proteins. For instance, Hu et al. reported a pH-responsive aptamer that can regulate Taq polymerase activity in a pH-dependent manner [26]. Among DNA molecules, guanine-rich DNA can form a four-stranded G-quadruplex
structure in response to cationic ions [27]. The G-quadruplex DNA structure is formed by cyclic Hoogsteen base pairs between four guanines in guanine rich DNA. In the G-quadruplex, four guanines are arranged in a square planar conformation with two or more G-quartets stacked on top of each other [28–30]. The G-quadruplex structure can be stabilized by the intercalation of monovalent cations such as potassium ion and sodium ion [31]. The 3D structure of G-quadruplex DNA has been observed in the human telomeric and promoter regions [32,33]. In addition, the structure and ion-responsiveness of G-quadruplex-forming sequences have been analyzed by X-ray crystallography, circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, NMR, and mass spectrometry (MS) [34,35]. The property of dynamic structural transition between linear DNA (w/o ion) and G-quadruplex DNA (with ion) has been used in the development of effective biosensors or imaging tools in many studies [35,36]. These observations suggest that the G-quadruplex DNA aptamer can be used for the development of functional drugs that can switch their structure and activity in response to cationic species and their concentration.

In this study, we designed an ion-responsive DNA aptamer (designated as IRDAptamer) library based on the G-quadruplex DNA sequence and screened the library for PPM1D specific aptamer, whose inhibitory activity can be regulated by external cationic stimuli. One of the identified aptamers demonstrated the regulation of the inhibitory activity and binding affinity toward PPM1D via structural changes in response to monovalent cationic species. In addition, this aptamer showed anti-cancer activity in breast cancer MCF7 cells, which demonstrate the overexpression of PPM1D. These results suggested that the aptamer identified using our IRDAptamer library may act as anti-cancer drugs targeting PPM1D.

2. Results

2.1. Screening of Ion-Responsive G-Quadruplex DNA Aptamer Targeting PPM1D

In order to prepare a DNA aptamer library with components that can regulate their binding and inhibitory activity in response to stimuli, we designed an ion-responsive DNA aptamer library (IRDAptamer library) consisting of a 40-mer G-quadruplex DNA aptamer region flanked by two 20-mer primer regions for PCR amplification. In the G-quadruplex DNA aptamer region, three randomized oligonucleotide regions (N₆) were located between four G-stretches (AGG or TTAGGG sequences). These randomized oligonucleotide regions will recognize the individual target molecules. We previously identified PPM1D specific basic rich loop, also known as the B-loop, in the catalytic domain of PPM1D, which is associated with substrate recognition and cellular localization in PPM1D. Since the B-loop is a characteristic of PPM1D compared to other phosphatases of the PPM family, inhibitors targeting the B-loop will act as the specific inhibitors of PPM1D. Therefore, we screened IRDAptamers from the designed library targeting the B-loop of PPM1D430 using the SELEX method (Figure 1).

Aptamers bound to PPM1D, except for the B-loop, were removed by preincubation with PPM1D430SubB, in which the B-loop was substituted with the corresponding loop in PPM1A before 1st, 4th, 8th, and 12th cycles in SELEX screening. After 12 rounds of selection, we recovered and sequenced 48 clones and identified 4 individual sequences, namely M1D-Q1F, M1D-Q4F, M1D-Q5F, and M1D-Q6F, as candidates for aptamers targeting the B-loop (Table 1).

Table 1. Sequences of identified aptamer targeting B-loop of PPM1D430 from the IRDAptamer library.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sequences</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1D-Q1F</td>
<td>5′Primer-AAGGATAGTTTATAAGGTGCTGCGTAAAGGGTTCCGG-TTAGGG-3′Primer</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1D-Q4F</td>
<td>5′Primer-GAGGAAAGCTAGCTAGGCTAGGACCTTAGG-TGGTTTTATAAGGG-3′Primer</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1D-Q5F</td>
<td>5′Primer-GAGGATAATTGCTAGGGCGTTGTTAAGGGACCTTAGG-3′Primer</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1D-Q6F</td>
<td>5′Primer-AAGGGCTTGCTATGGGAGAAGGTGCTAGGGATAAGG-3′Primer</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To confirm the inhibitory activity of these aptamers against PPM1D430, in vitro phosphatase assays were performed using p53(15pS) phosphorylated peptide as the physiological substrate. Among the
isolated aptamers, the M1D-Q5F aptamer significantly inhibited the phosphatase activity of PPM1D430 at a concentration of 10 µM. Other aptamers showed little inhibition against PPM1D (Figure 2a).

Figure 1. Scheme of screening of ion-responsive DNA aptamers targeting B-loop of PPM1D from the designed IRD Aptamer library.

Figure 2. Inhibitory activity of identified IRD Aptamer against PPM1D. (a) The inhibitory activity of identified aptamers at 10 µM. In vitro phosphatase analyses were performed with 4 nM recombinant His-PPM1D430 using 10 µM p53(15pS) peptide as substrate. Data represent the mean ± S.D. (n = 6). (b) Dose-dependency of aptamers against PPM1D430 (filled circle, M1D-Q5F; triangle, M1D-Q4F; opened circle, M1D-Q5F-Scrambled). Data represent the mean ± S.D. (n = 6). (c) Analysis of inhibition mode of M1D-Q5F aptamer. Lineweaver–Burk plot showed non-competitive inhibition (diamond, absent; square, 1.0 µM; triangle, 2.0 µM; circle, 3.3 µM). Data represent the mean ± S.D. (n = 6). (d) Specificity of M1D-Q5F aptamer. Phosphatase analyses were performed with 20 nM recombinant His-PPM1D430 (filled circle), His-PPM1A (opened circle), His-Scp1 (triangle) using 1 mM ρNPP as substrate. Data represent the mean ± S.D. (n = 6).
Next, we measured the half-maximal (50%) inhibitory concentration (IC$_{50}$) value of M1D-Q5F in addition to the IC$_{50}$ value of M1D-Q4F and M1D-Q5F-Scrambled, which consists of M1D-Q5F sequence that is scrambled but has the same nucleotide content. The IC$_{50}$ value of the M1D-Q5F aptamer was 2.9 µM. Neither M1D-Q4F nor M1D-Q5F-Scrambled aptamer showed distinct inhibitory activities (Figure 2b). Little inhibition of M1D-Q5F-Scrambled indicated that the inhibitory activity of M1D-Q5F against PPM1D430 can be attributed to the structure-dependent mechanism. Lineweaver–Burk analysis by using an in vitro phosphatase assay was also performed to analyze the inhibition mode of the M1D-Q5F aptamer. A double-reciprocal plot showing an intersection on the x-axis indicated that M1D-Q5F inhibited PPM1D430 activity in a non-competitive manner (Figure 2c).

We analyzed the enzyme specificity of the M1D-Q5F aptamer using pNPP as a common substrate for protein phosphatases. The M1D-Q5F aptamer inhibited PPM1D430. However, both PPM1A phosphatases, a PPM-type phosphatase without B-loop and FCP/SCP type phosphatase Scp1, which demonstrates phosphatase activity owing to the presence of conserved aspartic acid residues (DXDXT) motif in the active center were not inhibited by M1D-Q5F (Figure 2d). These data indicate that the M1D-Q5F aptamer exhibits a high specificity toward PPM1D among Ser/Thr protein phosphatases.

2.2. Binding Property of M1D-Q5F Aptamer on PPM1D Inhibition

Next, we analyzed the binding properties of M1D-Q5F toward PPM1D. The 5′-biotinylated M1D-Q5F aptamer was synthesized and subjected to an ELISA test to examine the binding site of M1D-Q5F in PPM1D. The results of the ELISA demonstrated that the biotinylated M1D-Q5F aptamer was bound to PPM1D430WT but not to PPM1D430SubB, indicating that the M1D-Q5F aptamer directly recognizes the B-loop of PPM1D430 (Figure 3a).

![Figure 3. Analysis of binding properties of M1D-Q5F aptamer against PPM1D430. (a) ELISA binding assay that measured binding of biotinylated M1D-Q5F aptamer against PPM1D430WT (circle) and PPM1D430SubB (triangle). Data represent the mean ± S.D. (n = 9). (b) Kinetics analysis of M1D-Q5F against PPM1D using BLItz™ system in the solution with Na$^+$, Binding curves of M1D-Q5F were detected at 250, 225, 200, 150 nM PPM1D. (c) Kinetics analysis of M1D-Q5F against PPM1D using BLItz™ system in the solution with K$^+$. Binding curves of M1D-Q5F were detected at 250, 225, 200, 150 nM PPM1D.](image)
This observation strongly supported the result of Lineweaver–Burk plot analysis demonstrating a non-competitive inhibition of PPM1D by M1D-Q5F (Figure 2c). Next, we analyzed the binding affinity of the M1D-Q5F aptamer for PPM1D430 using the BLItz™ system. In this experiment, the dissociation constant of M1D-Q5F was calculated as \((K_D = 11 \pm 4 \text{ nM})\) in the solution containing Na\(^+\) (Figure 3b). Interestingly, the binding affinity of M1D-Q5F was higher in the Na\(^+\) solution than in the K\(^+\) solution \((K_D = 55 \pm 15 \text{ nM})\) (Figure 3c). These results suggest that M1D-Q5F recognizes the B-loop of PPM1D430 and that the binding ability of M1D-Q5F can be regulated by monovalent cationic species.

2.3. Ion-Responsibility of M1D-Q5F Aptamer in the Conformation and Inhibitory Activity

In order to elucidate the ion-responsiveness of M1D-Q5F in the conformational change and inhibitory activity, we performed CD spectrum analyses and in vitro phosphatase assays, respectively. First, we analyzed the ion-responsiveness of the IRDAptamer library. The spectra of the IRDAptamer library showed an increase in molar ellipticity at 270 nm in the presence of potassium and sodium ion solutions (Figure 4a).

These results indicated that the G-quadruplex DNA aptamer library formed a parallel (propeller) type G-quadruplex structure in potassium and sodium ion-dependent manner and suggested that the designed G-quadruplex DNA library consists of stimuli-responsive compounds [37]. CD spectra of M1D-Q5F showed significant increases in molar ellipticity at an approximate wavelength of 264 nm, indicating the formation of a parallel G-quadruplex structure in the presence of potassium ion (Figure 4b). In addition, the G-quadruplex structure was also induced by sodium ion. However, the conformational change was weaker than that induced by potassium ion (Figure 4c) [38,39]. Therefore, we measured the dynamic range of ion-induced structural switch between the normal conformation and G-quadruplex structure using CD spectroscopy. Interestingly, the G-quadruplex formation of the M1D-Q5F aptamer was induced significantly in the dynamic concentration range of potassium ion and sodium ion under physiological conditions (4–140 mM) [40]. Moreover, the apparent dissociation constants of M1D-Q5F determined by CD spectra were 27 ± 2 mM and 14 ± 1 mM in the presence of potassium and sodium ion, respectively (Figure 4d). These results suggest that the inhibitory activity of the M1D-Q5F aptamer may be controlled by monovalent cations in their physiological concentration range. To confirm this hypothesis, we performed in vitro phosphatase assay with potassium and sodium ion solutions. The M1D-Q5F aptamer showed stronger inhibitory activity in the Na\(^+\) solution than in the K\(^+\) solution (Figure 4e). These effects of cations on the inhibitory activity coincided with those on the binding property of M1D-Q5F. Collectively, these results suggest that the structure, binding affinity, and inhibitory activity of the M1D-Q5F aptamer may be controlled by monovalent cationic species under physiological conditions.

Figure 4. Cont.
2.4. Stability of M1D-Q5F Aptamer

The stability of aptamers under in vivo conditions is essential for their use as anti-cancer agents. To estimate the resistance to degradation by the M1D-Q5F aptamer in vivo, M1D-Q5F was analyzed for resistance against nuclease and stability in the serum. The nuclease assay demonstrated that M1D-Q5F acquired nuclease resistance in the presence of both sodium and potassium ions (Figure 5a,b).

Although M1D-Q5F was digested completely by treatment with DNase I for 10 min in a non-ionic solution, more than 20% of M1D-Q5F remained in the solution with Na\(^+\) or K\(^+\) after 60 min of incubation. Moreover, serum stability analyses were also performed with M1D-Q5F and M1D-Q5FC oligonucleotide, in which the guanine residues of the M1D-Q5F sequence were substituted with cytosine residues (Figure 5c). We observed the presence of M1D-Q5F after 5 days of incubation. However, the M1D-Q5FC oligonucleotide sequence was digested within 2 days in the serum. Quantitative analyses demonstrated that the half-lives of M1D-Q5F and M1D-Q5FC were 2.0 days and 0.52 days in the serum, respectively, suggesting that the high stability of M1D-Q5F in the serum can be attributed to the formation of G-quadruplex structure (Figure 5d). These results indicate that M1D-Q5F demonstrates a high resistance to degradation by nuclease via ion-dependent formation of G-quadruplex structure.
Figure 5. Stability of M1D-Q5F aptamer. (a) Ion dependency of DNase I resistance of M1D-Q5F in the solution with Na\(^+\) or K\(^+\). (b) Quantitation of the data in (a). Data show relative band signal to 0 min and represent mean ± S.D. (n = 3) (triangle, w/o ion; square, Na\(^+\); circle, K\(^+\)). (c) Stability of M1D-Q5F aptamer and M1D-Q5FC oligo in DMEM, 10% fatal bovine serum at 37 °C for indicated days. (d) Quantitation of the data in (c). Data show relative band signal to 0 day and represent mean ± S.D. (n = 3) (circle, M1D-Q5F; triangle, M1D-Q5FC).

2.5. Effect of M1D-Q5F Aptamer on Cancer Cells

We examined whether M1D-Q5F can function as a PPM1D inhibitor in cancer cells. We measured the effect of M1D-Q5F aptamer on the tumor-suppressor p53 pathway in PPM1D-overexpressed MCF7 cells by western blotting. Treatment with 3 µM M1D-Q5F aptamer increased not only the phosphorylation level of Ser15 in p53 but also the protein levels of p53. However, M1D-Q1F, which was used as a negative control, demonstrated little inhibition against PPM1D in vitro and demonstrated a weaker effect on the p53 pathway (Figure 6a).

Figure 6. Effects of M1D-Q5F on cancer cells. (a) Effect of M1D-Q5F aptamer on p53 pathway in breast cancer MCF7 cells. Phosphorylation level of p53 at Ser15, protein level of p53 and p21 were analyzed by western blotting method. (b) The effects of M1D-Q5F aptamer on cell proliferation of PPM1D-overexpressed MCF7 cells (circle) or A549 cells with normal level of PPM1D (triangle). Cell numbers were measured after 3 days. Data represent the mean ± S.D. (n = 6) asterisk indicates \( p < 0.005 \). (c) Expression level of PPM1D430 analyzed by western blotting method.
In addition, an increase in p21 levels, which is a downstream protein of the p53 pathway, was also observed following treatment with M1D-Q5F but not by the negative control M1D-Q1F. These results indicated that the M1D-Q5F aptamer inhibited the phosphatase activity of PPM1D in MCF7 cells and induced the activation of the tumor suppressor p53 pathway (Figure 6a). To confirm whether M1D-Q5F exerts anti-cancer activity, we examined the effect of M1D-Q5F on the proliferation of cancer cells. Cell proliferation analyses also demonstrated significant inhibition of MCF7 cell proliferation upon treatment with M1D-Q5F compared to that in the A549 lung cancer cell line, in which intact PPM1D was not detected (Figure 6b,c). These data suggest that M1D-Q5F exerts an anti-cancer effect on MCF7 cells overexpressing PPM1D.

3. Discussion

In this study, we designed an ion-responsive G-quadruplex DNA aptamer library and performed in vitro screening against oncogenic Ser/Thr phosphatase PPM1D430. We identified M1D-Q5F aptamer as a specific inhibitor of PPM1D430 demonstrating ion-responsiveness. M1D-Q5F is the first nucleic acid aptamer targeting PPM1D. The M1D-Q5F aptamer was capable of binding to the basic rich loop (B-loop) of PPM1D430. Interestingly, the structure and inhibitory activity of M1D-Q5F were altered by monovalent cationic species. Treatment with M1D-Q5F activated the tumor suppressor p53 pathway and suppressed cell proliferation in the MCF7 breast cancer cell line with PPM1D overexpression. These data suggest that M1D-Q5F may be a lead compound of an ion-responsive anti-cancer drug.

To date, several PPM1D inhibitors have been reported [8–10]. We also reported substrate-mimicking peptides that inhibit PPM1D activity in an uncompetitive mode [3]. Gilmartin et al. reported that the allosteric PPM1D inhibitor GSK2830371 binds to the flap domain of PPM1D [11]. In contrast, the development of small-molecule inhibitors targeting the active site of PPM-type phosphatase may be difficult because of the small, shallow pocket of the enzyme [41]. M1D-Q5F, the PPM1D inhibitor identified from the IRDAptamer library designed by us, exhibits a relatively large contact surface against the binding site of the target protein and directly binds to the PPM1D specific B-loop. Double reciprocal plot analysis showed that M1D-Q5F acts as a non-competitive inhibitor of PPM1D. These observations suggest that the combination treatment of M1D-Q5F with known PPM1D inhibitors, such as small molecule drugs or peptide inhibitors, may enhance PPM1D inhibition via additive or synergistic effects. Garrigos et al. reported that a mixture of two P-glycoprotein ATPase binding activator, namely, progesterone and verapamil, which bind to the independent site of P-glycoprotein ATPase, demonstrated a synergistic effect on P-glycoprotein ATPase activity [42]. Thus, a competitive PPM1D inhibitor may be suitable for combination with M1D-Q5F, a non-competitive inhibitor of PPM1D, which binds to the B-loop of PPM1D.

PPM1D functions as a negative regulator of the tumor suppressor. It also plays an important role in the function of several organ systems, including testis and lymphoid cells. For instance, in undifferentiated cells, PPM1D regulates B cell development in a p53-dependent manner and also regulates the development of germ cells via dephosphorylation of NLK in the Wnt signaling pathway [43–45]. In addition, PPM1D regulates genotoxic stress-induced autophagy via dephosphorylation of Ulk1. It also affects adipogenesis via the dephosphorylation of Ser112 residue in PPARγ [46,47]. Moreover, PPM1D deficient mice exhibit immunological and spermatozoa defects [7]. These evidences shows that PPM1D plays a critical role in the life cycle of an organism. To date, functional molecules that can regulate PPM1D activity in response to various stimuli have not been reported. In this study, a stimuli-responsive inhibition of PPM1D by M1D-Q5F was demonstrated, suggesting that it may function not only as an anticancer agent but also as a molecule for the analysis of PPM1D function in the aforementioned pathways in normal cells [8–11]. Moreover, we also identified M1D-Q1F, M1D-Q4F, and M1D-Q6F as PPM1D binding aptamers with little inhibitory activity. These aptamers may also be used as molecular tools or sensors that can detect PPM1D in vitro or in vivo.
To develop functional molecules that can work as ion-responsive molecules in vivo, it is necessary to regulate the conformation of these molecules in the physiological concentration range of Na\(^+\)/K\(^+\) ions. Takenaka et al. reported 57.7 mM and 0.28 mM as the dissociation constants of the telomeric G-quadruplex DNA sequence 5′-GGGTTAGGGTTAGGGTTAGGG-3′ in the presence of Na\(^+\) and K\(^+\) ions, respectively, which was determined by fluorescence detection [31]. Moreover, the dissociation constants of the thrombin binding aptamer 5′-GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG-3′ in the presence of Na\(^+\) and K\(^+\) ions, were 104 mM and 0.29 mM, respectively [31]. In this study, M1D-Q5F altered its conformation in the physiological concentration range of Na\(^+\)/K\(^+\) ions, and the dissociation constants of M1D-Q5F in the presence of Na\(^+\) and K\(^+\) determined by CD spectra were 14 ± 1 mM and 27 ± 2 mM, respectively. These data suggest that M1D-Q5F is a stimuli-responsive inhibitor in human cells, and its inhibitory activity can be regulated by physiological ion stimuli. The structural analyses using X-ray crystallography or NMR will help to clarify the importance of the G-quadruplex structure of M1D-Q5F on inhibitory activity against PPM1D.

We also demonstrated a strong inhibitory activity by M1D-Q5F aptamer in the presence of Na\(^+\) than K\(^+\). The differences of M1D-Q5F on binding ability and inhibitory activity between in the solution of Na\(^+\) and K\(^+\) will be revealed by the co-crystallization of M1D-Q5F and PPM1D430 in the solution with each cation. Higher levels of Na\(^+\) and lower levels of K\(^+\) have been reported in cancer cells compared to those in normal cells [48,49]. In addition, the overexpression of voltage-gated sodium channels (VGSCs) has been observed in many human tumors. These observations suggest that more dynamic changes in ion concentration might occur in cancer cells compared to those in normal cells [50]. Treatment with both the M1D-Q5F aptamer and the activator/inhibitor of VGSCs might impart M1D-Q5F a high ability to alter its anticancer activity.

In the development of nucleic acid drugs, the instability of aptamers in vivo is a major problem. It is necessary to overcome this difficulty by chemical modification or PEG modification [51–53]. In contrast, G-quadruplex-forming oligonucleotides are more resistant to serum nuclease and thermostability than unstructured oligonucleotides [54]. Bishop, JS. et al. showed that G-quadruplex-forming anti-HIV DNA oligonucleotide demonstrated high stability in serum \(t_{1/2}: 5 \text{ h } \sim 4 \text{ days}\), whereas randomized oligonucleotides exhibited low stability \(t_{1/2}: 3 \sim 7 \text{ min}\) [55]. Moreover, Bates et al. reported that G-quadruplex forming aptamer AS1411, which is an anti-cancer molecule and the first DNA aptamer to reach clinical trials, showed high stability in serum along with high cellular uptake in cancer cells [22]. Ng et al. reported that Macugen, an anti-VEGF drug approved by the FDA, showed high stability in plasma \(t_{1/2}: 18 \text{ h}\) [21]. These observations suggest that M1D-Q5F, which exhibits a G-quadruplex scaffold, shows high stability in vivo.

The crystal structure of PPM1D has not been resolved. Hence, it is difficult to develop potent PPM1D inhibitors based on its structure. Among 22 PPM family Ser/Thr phosphatases, the crystal structures have been solved for PPM1A, PPM1B, and PPM1K phosphatase, all of which exhibit very short and compact loops in the catalytic domain, unlike the B-loop in PPM1D [56,57]. These results suggest that the unstable structure of the B-loop may complicate the crystallization of PPM1D. The crystal structure of the GPCR protein, which has a flexible loop, was solved by co-crystallization with the Fab fragment of an antibody that can recognize the loop of GPCR [58]. Some aptamer-protein co-crystal structures have also been reported [59]. Thus, the B-loop binding aptamer M1D-Q5F may be used as a ligand for the crystallization of PPM1D. The crystal structure of PPM1D will give us valuable information for the development of PPM1D inhibitors and elucidate novel disease mechanisms associated with PPM1D.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Preparation of Recombinant Protein

6×His-PPM1D430WT and 6×His-PPM1D430SubB in pCold (TaKaRa, Otsu, Japan) were transformed into E. coli Rosetta (Merck Millipore, Burlington, MA, USA). 4 L of culture in LB medium with 0.1 mg/mL ampicillin was grown at 37 °C until OD\(_{600}\) was reached to 0.5–1.0.
and then the culture was incubated at 15 °C for 30 min. After the addition of final 0.1 mM of isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside, the culture was incubated at 15 °C for 20 h. E. coli cells were harvested by centrifugation and the pellet was suspended with 30 mL of lysis buffer (25 mM HEPES–NaOH pH 6.8, 500 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl₂, 10% Glycerol, 0.2% TritonX-100, 1×Protease inhibitor (Nacalai Tesque, Kyoto, Japan). After sonication, insoluble fraction and soluble fraction were separated by centrifugation at 4 °C, 10,000 rpm for 60 min. Soluble fraction was filtrated out using filtstar SLNY2522N (Starlab scientific, Milton Keynes, UK) and added to 10 mL of TALON metal affinity resin (Takara) equilibrated by lysis buffer. This mixture was incubated with rotation at 4 °C for 60 min. Unbound proteins were washed with wash buffer (25 mM HEPES–NaOH pH 6.8, 500 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl₂, 5 mM imidazole, 10% Glycerol, 0.005% TritonX-100) and His-tagged protein was eluted with elution buffer (25 mM HEPES–NaOH pH 6.8, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl₂, 150 mM imidazole, 10% Glycerol, 0.005% TritonX-100). Eluted PPM1D430 was diluted with dilution buffer (25 mM HEPES–NaOH pH 6.8, 75 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl₂, 10% Glycerol, 0.005% TritonX-100). This solution was further purified by cation exchange chromatography using HiTrap SP FF column (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, USA). His-PPM1D430SubB was eluted by 300 mM NaCl buffer (25 mM HEPES–NaOH pH 6.8, 300 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl₂, 10% Glycerol, 0.005% TritonX-100) and His-PPM1D430WT was eluted by 500 mM NaCl buffer (25 mM HEPES–NaOH pH 6.8, 500 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl₂, 10% Glycerol, 0.005% TritonX-100). These refined liquids were dialyzed against same volume of 80% glycerol (final 45%) and stored at −80 °C.

4.2. DNA Library Design

As a DNA library, we designed ion-responsive G-quadruplex DNA aptamer library that can change its conformation response to monovalent cations. Library: 5′-ATGAC CATGACCCTCCACAC-NAGG-N_6-TTAGG-N_6-TTAGG-TTAGG-GTTTCCCTGCCACAGTCTGA-3′, forward primer: 5′-ATGACCATGACCCTCCACAC-3′; reverse primer: 5′-GTITCCCTGCCACAGTCTGA-3′, biotinylated reverse primer: 5′-biotin-GTITCCCTGCCACAGTCTGA-3′.

4.3. Screening of DNA Aptamer Using SELEX Method

As protein-bound beads, we used TALON metal affinity resin equilibrated by PBS-T (phosphate-buffered saline containing 0.05% Tween 20). 10 µg of His-PPM1D430WT or His-PPM1D430SubB were bound to 5 µL of TALON metal affinity resin in 200 µL of PBS-T. These solutions were incubated with rotation for 30 min at 4 °C. After binding of proteins, beads were washed three times with 1 mL of PBS-T. G-quadruplex DNA aptamer library (1 nmol) was denatured at 95 °C for 3 min and then cooled down slowly (−1 °C/min) to 25 °C in 100 µL of PBS-T. In the 1st, 4th, 8th, 12th round of selection, DNA library and His-PPM1D430SubB-bound TALON beads were added to PBS-T-BSA (PBS containing 1 µg/mL of BSA) and incubated with rotation at room temperature for 30 min. This solution was centrifugated and the supernatant was added to His-PPM1D430WT-bound TALON beads. Except for 1st, 4th, 8th, 12th round of selection, DNA library and His-PPM1D430WT-bound TALON beads were added to 10 mL of PBS-T-BSA. After incubation with rotation at room temperature for 30 min, the solution was centrifugated and the beads were washed three times with 1 mL of PBS-T and protein-aptamer complexes were eluted from the beads with 100 µL of 0.5 M imidazole-HCl pH 7.4. After phenol-chloroform extraction, eluted ssDNA was precipitated with ethanol, and washed with 70% ethanol. Purified ssDNA was dissolved in 100 µL of PCR mixture (1×PCR buffer, 1 mM MgSO₄, 0.2 µM forward primer, 0.2 µM biotinylated reverse primer, 0.2 mM dNTPs, 0.02 U/µL KOD plus ver.2 (TOYOBO, Osaka, Japan)) and bound DNA were amplified by PCR reaction. Amplification conditions were 3 min at 95 °C and 20 cycles of 30 s at 95 °C, 30 s at 55 °C, and 15 s at 68 °C, and a final step of 2 min at 68 °C after the last cycle. Successful amplification of correct size of DNA was monitored by electrophoresis on 2% agarose gel. 18.5 µL of 5 M NaCl and 5 µL of NeutrAvidin beads (Thermo Fisher Scientific K.K., Tokyo, Japan) were added to 80 µL of PCR
product to capture biotinylated dsDNA and incubated with rotation at room temperature for 10 min. After centrifugation, NeutrAvidin beads were washed three times with 1 mL of PBS-T. To separate sense strand of the dsDNA from immobilized biotinylated anti-sense strand, 40 µL of 0.1 M NaOH was added to the beads and incubated with rotation for 5 min. This mixture was centrifuged and supernatant was neutralized with 4 µL of 1 M HCl. Sense strand DNA was precipitated with ethanol, washed with 70% ethanol, and dissolved in 110 µL of PBS-T. The selected DNA pool from round 12 was amplified with forward primer and non-biotinylated reverse primer and cloned into pTA2 vector (TOYOBO) and transformed into E. coli DH5α (TaKaRa). The plasmid DNA was sequenced and we obtained 32 sequences.

4.4. Malachite Green Assay Using Phosphorylated Peptide

Inhibitory activity of identified aptamers against PPM1D430 were measured by malachite green assay using p53(15pS) peptide as substrate. Amino acid sequence of p53(15pS) substrate peptide was Ac-VEPPlpsQETfSdlw-NH₂ (p5 indicated phosphorylated serine residue). This assay carried out in 50 µL of 50 mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 30 mM MgCl₂, 0.1 mM EGTA, 0.02% 2-mercaptoethanol, 4 mM His-PPM1D430WT, 10 µM of p53(15pS) peptide with various concentration of aptamers and NaCl or KCl at 30 °C for 10 min. The reactions were quenched by 20 µL of 0.2 M Glycine–HCl pH2.2 and centrifuged (2000×g, 2 min). 50 µL of this supernatant were poured into another tube and added 100 µL of BIOMOL GREEN reagent (Enzo Life Sciences, Plymouth, PA, USA). The released free inorganic phosphate was determined by measuring absorbance at 620 nm. IC₅₀ value of aptamer was determined by fitting software KaleidaGraph 4.0 (Synergy Software, Reading, PA, USA). Kᵢ value and inhibition mode were determined by GraphPad Prism8 (GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA).

4.5. pNPPase Assay

Enzyme specificity of identified aptamer against PPM1D430 were measured by pNPP assay using p-Nitrophenyl phosphate (pNPP) as substrate. This assay was carried out in 60 µL of 50 mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 10 mM MnCl₂, 50 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EGTA, 0.02% 2-mercaptoethanol, 20 nM His-PPM1D430WT or His-PPM1A, 1 mM pNPP with various concentration of aptamers at 30 °C for 10 min. For Scp1, the assay was carried out in 60 µL of 50 mM Tris-acetate pH5.5, 10 mM MgCl₂, 50 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EGTA, 0.02% 2-mercaptoethanol, 20 nM His-Scp1, 1 mM pNPP with various concentration of aptamers at 37 °C for 10 min. The reactions were quenched by 60 µL of stop solution (0.1 M Tris, 2% SDS). The released p-nitrophenol was determined by measuring absorbance at 410 nm.

4.6. ELISA Binding Assay

5′-biotinylated M1D-Q5F was purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA, USA). 50 µL (0-1.0 µg) of His-PPM1D430WT and His-PPM1D430SubB in PBS were incubated overnight at 4 °C. 200 µL of blocking buffer (4% BSA in PBS) was added to the wells at room temperature for 2 h. After six times of wash with 200 µL of PBS-T, 50 µL of 0.5 µM 5′-biotinylated M1D-Q5F in PBS was added to each well at room temperature for 2 h. After six times of wash with 200 µL of PBS-T, then 1/1000 diluted avidin-HRP (B7786-2ML, Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA) in 50 µL of PBS containing 2% BSA was added to the wells at room temperature for 1 h. To detect bound biotinylated M1D-Q5F, 200 µL of ABTS (2, 2′-Azinobis [3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonicacid]-diammonium salt)/H₂O₂ solution was added to each well and the absorbance at 405 nm was measured using microplate reader ChroMate 4300 (Awareness Technology Chromate, Palm City, FL, USA).

4.7. Intermolecular Interaction Analysis Using BLItz™ System

We analyzed binding affinity of M1D-Q5F against PPM1D430 using BLItz™ system (ForteBio, NY, USA). In this system, dissociation constant of M1D-Q5F and PPM1D430 can be measured by difference
of reflected wavelengths caused by binding. Streptavidin modified sensor tip (ForteBio) was incubated with biotinylated aptamer solution (1 µM Biotin-M1D-Q5F in Na\(^+\) buffer (10 mM phosphate pH 7.5, 140 mM NaCl) or K\(^+\) buffer (10 mM phosphate pH 7.5, 140 mM KCl)) for 120 s and Biotin-M1D-Q5F was loaded onto streptavidin modified sensor tip (ForteBio). This sensor tip was washed by wash buffer (Na\(^+\) buffer or K\(^+\) buffer) for 30 s. Next, biotin-M1D-Q5F modified sensor tip was incubated with PPM1D solution (250, 225, 200, 150 nM PPM1D430WT in Na\(^+\) buffer or K\(^+\) buffer) for 120 s (association phase). After that, sensor tip was washed with wash buffer for 120 s (dissociation phase). 

\(K_D\) values were calculated from detection of intermolecular interaction in association phase (\(k_{on}\)) and dissociation phase (\(k_{off}\)) using 1:1 binding model (ForteBio).

4.8. Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy

Circular dichroism spectroscopy was performed using a Jasco CD J-720WI spectro-polarimeter (JASCO, Tokyo, Japan). DNA solutions were prepared to a concentration of 5 µM in H\(_2\)O with various concentration of NaCl or KCl. Sample solution were denatured 95 \(^\circ\)C for 3 min and then cooled slowly (−1 \(^\circ\)C/min) to 25 \(^\circ\)C. CD spectra were obtained by using a 1 nm band width and a scanning step of 0.5 nm from 320 to 200 nm at 20 \(^\circ\)C. Each spectrum was an average of 5 scans with the buffer subtracted. To determine the apparent dissociation constants (\(K_D\)), molar ellipticity (\(\theta\)) data at 264 nm for M1D-Q5F were fit with KaleidaGraph 4.0 according to the two-state Hill equation (Equation (1))

\[
\theta = \theta_{\text{max}} + \frac{(\theta_{\text{min}} - \theta_{\text{max}})}{1 + ([M^+] / [K_D])^n}
\]

where \(\theta_{\text{max}}\) is the CD signal corresponding to the fully folded M1D-Q5F; \(\theta_{\text{min}}\) is signal of M1D-Q5F CD spectrum in non-ionic solution; \([M^+]\) is the ion concentration and \(n\) is the Hill coefficient.

4.9. Serum Stability and Nuclease Resistance of Aptamer

Nuclease resistance of identified aptamer were measured using DNase I. Aptamers were incubated with 10 µg/mL of DNase I (GE healthcare), 5 mM MgCl\(_2\), 140 mM NaCl or 140 mM KCl for 0, 10, 20, 30, 60 min at 37 \(^\circ\)C. After each time point, samples were incubated 95 \(^\circ\)C for 10 min to quench DNase I digestion. After that DNase I resistance of aptamers were evaluated by 12% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. To analyze serum stability of identified aptamer, aptamers were incubated with DMEM (Nacalai Tesque) with 10% FBS for 0, 1, 2, 3, 5 days at 37 \(^\circ\)C. After each time point, samples were treated with phenol-chloroform solution and quenched nuclease digestion. Serum stability of aptamers were determined by 12% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis as previously described [60].

4.10. Cell Lines

MCF7 (PPM1D-overexpressed) and A549 (Normal level of PPM1D) cells were obtained from ATCC (Rockville, MD, USA) and cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagles medium (DMEM) (Nacalai Tesque) containing 10% fetal bovine serum and 100 Units/mL of penicillin and 100 µg/mL of streptomycin (Nacalai Tesque).

4.11. Antibodies and Western Blotting Analysis

Mouse monoclonal antibody for p53(15pS) was purchased from Cell Signaling Technology Inc (Beverly, MA, USA). Mouse monoclonal anti-p53 (DO-1), anti-p21 (F-5) and anti-actin (C-2) were purchased from Santa Cruz (Paso Robles, CA, USA). For secondary antibody, Anti-Mouse IgG, HRP-Linked Whole Ab Sheep NA931 was purchased from GE healthcare. Rabbit polyclonal antibody specific for B-loop of PPM1D was produced by Sigma-Aldrich. The antibody raised against KLH-CVNRVWKPRPLTHNGPVR-OH. Obtained serum from immunized rabbits was purified by affinity column conjugated with B-loop peptide. 2x10\(^5\) cells of MCF7 cells were plated in 35 mm dish with 2 mL of medium and incubated for 24 h. Then, medium was replaced 0.75 mL DMEM, 0.75 mL Opti-MEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific K.K., Tokyo, Japan) and M1D-Q5F was transfected into cells in
the concentration of 3 µM using X-treme GENE HP DNA Transfection Reagent (Roche, Basel, Swiss) according to manufacturer’s protocol. After 48 h incubation, cells were resuspended in lysis buffer (1×phosphatase inhibitor (Nacalai Tesque), 1×protease inhibitor (Nacalai Tesque), 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl, 1% TritonX-100). This mixture was incubated with rotation at 4 °C for 30 min, and centrifugated. The supernatant was poured into new tubes and concentration of protein was measured using Bradford’s method. Protein concentrations were normalized between samples and these solutions were adjusted to 1×sample buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 2% SDS, 100 mM DTT, 10% Glycerol). Samples were denatured at 95 °C for 10 min, cooled to room temperature. 20 µL of sample solution were loaded into 8% polyacrylamide gels and electrophoresis was carried out at 20 mA for 85 min. Proteins were transferred to membranes at 30 V for 75 min. The membranes were blocked with 5% skim milk in TBS-T (TBS containing 0.05% Tween-20). The solutions of primary antibodies (1:1000 diluted anti-p53 in 2% milk in TBST; anti-p21 in Canget Signal 1 (TOYOBO); anti-actin in Canget Signal 1; anti-p53(15pS) in Canget Signal 1) were added to membranes and incubated with rotation at 4 °C for overnight. After three time of wash with TBST, the solutions of secondary antibody (1:1000 diluted anti-mouse-HRP in Canget Signal solution 2 (TOYOBO)) were added to membranes and incubated at room temperature for 30 min. The membranes were visualized with ECL reagent (GE healthcare).

4.12. Cell Proliferation Assay

1×10^4 cells of MCF7 cells and A549 cells were plated onto 96-well plate with 100 µL of DMEM and incubated for 24 h. Then, medium was replaced 75 µL DMEM, 25 µL Opti-MEM and M1D-Q5F was transfection into cells in the concentration of 0-5 µM using Lipofectamine3000 transfection reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to manufacturer’s protocol. After 72 h of incubation, cells were trypsinized and cell viability was measured with a Burker-Turk line.

4.13. Statistical Analysis

Results are showed as mean ± S.D. Data shown in the study were obtained from at least three independent experiments. Statistical analyses were performed using an unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t-test. Data were considered statistically significant when the value of \( p < 0.05 \).

5. Conclusions

In summary, we identified the PPM1D inhibitor M1D-Q5F aptamer from a stimuli-responsive aptamer library designed by us. M1D-Q5F is the first aptamer based PPM1D inhibitor. The inhibitory activity of M1D-Q5F was altered with monovalent cationic species. The M1D-Q5F aptamer may act as a lead compound for anti-cancer drugs. Our IRDAptamer library can be applied to a variety of target proteins for the development of stimuli-responsive functional molecules.
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